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INTRODUCTION 
In the sequel R denotes a discrete valuation domain (DVD) of finite 
Krull-dimension. This means that R is the ring associated with avaluation 
u with value group r= X;=, Z (lexicographically ordered) and 
n = dim (R). All modules considered areassumed to be unitary. 
It is well known that Dedekind rings can be characterized as those 
domains over which all divisible modules are injective [l, Proposition 5.11. 
Therefore th re is a difference between divisible and injective R-modules if
dim (R) > 1 and we can interpret theinjective dimension asa measure of 
that difference. In this ense we will show that divisible andinjective 
modules over finitely dimensional DVDs are as close aspossible in terms of 
the above (Corollary 2.2). 
Finally wewill study the structure of divisible R-modules and modules 
whose torsion submodule isdivisible, making additional assumptions. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
If R is a DVD with dim (R) = n < co then there is a unique maximal 
cham of prime ideals VP, 2‘$,- I2 ... 1’!$3, I> ‘?& = (0) and there are 
elements ni ER (i= 1, 2,..., n) with u(n,) = (0 ,..., 0, 1, 0,..., 0) (the 1at the ith 
position) a dqn = n, R. 
1.1. DEHNITION. If T is an R-torsion module, we set T,, := 
{f~TlAnn,(t)~Pi-~>. T,, is called the 7ri-torsion of T.
1.2. Remark. (a) T,, is a submodule ofT. 
(b) In T/T,, there exists norrj-torsion element #O. 
This means T/TX, is n,-torsion-free. 
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1.3. DEFINITION. Let h4 be an R-module, 0 #r E R, m E M. We say that 
the r-height of m in M is n (htr (m) = n), if m is in A4 divisible by r”but not 
by r”+‘. m has infinite r-height inM (hty (m) = co), if it is divisible by r” 
for every nE N. 
1.4. Remark. If T is an R-torsion m dule and htc (t) = co for all tE T, 
then ht> (t’) = co for all t’ ETzi. 
Proqf: Let t’~ T,,. Because htz (t’) = co we have for all VE N: t’= n; t, 
(tY ET). Since t’ ET,, we obtain t, ET,,. 
1.5. DEFINITIONS. Let M be an R-module. 
(a) By t(M) we denote the torsion submodule and by d(M) the 
maximal divisible submodule of M. 
(b) A submodule N of M is called pure if for all rE R we have 
rN=rMn N. 
(c)M is called uniserial f the submodules ofM form a chain under 
inclusion. 
(d) A4 is called h-divisible f itis an epimorphic image of an injective 
R-module [S]. 
(e) We say that M is semi-compact ifevery system of congruences 
x EX, mod ((0): b,J,,,, (x, EM, b, ideal in R) which is finitely solvable 
possesses a simultaneous solution. 
For definitions of maximal and almost maximal valuation ri gs see [7]. 
inj d,(M) (resp. roj d,(M)) denotes the injective (resp. rojective d m n- 
sion of the R-module M. 
2. DIVISIBLE MODULES OVER DVD OF FINITE DIMENSION 
2.1. THEOREM’. Let R be a D VD with dim (R) = n E N and D a divisible 
R-torsion module. Then: inj d,(D) 5 1. 
Proof: We prove the statement by induction. If dim (R) = 1, R is a PID 
and every divisible R-module isinjective. Now let dim (R) = n 2 1. We con- 
sider the short exact sequence 
O---+D,~--+D + ‘ D’Pn-1) (1) 
where D,” denotes the x,-torsion of D.
’ This theorem can be obtained asa special case of results from L. Fuchs, On divisible 
modules over domains, in“Abelian Groups and Modules” (Proceedings of the Udine Con- 
ference, 1984). 
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(a) We show: inj dR(Dn.) 5 1. 
Let E be the injective envelope ofD,“. Then we consider the short exact 
sequence 
With [S, Theorem 2031 we obtain for the exact R/‘$- i sequence 
0 + Dnn + ((0): ‘p,- l)E that ((0): ‘@,- ,)E is an injective R/p,- i-module. 
Since R/v,- i is a PID it follows from Remark 1.4 that D,” is a divisible 
and therefore injective R/‘$, _i -module. Further ((0): ‘$3, _ l)E is essential 
over Dnn as R- and R/y+ I -modules, so we obtain D,” = ((0): ‘!JJp ,)E. 
Because of[7, Proposition 31 it is enough to show that E/D,” is a semi- 
compact R-module. Let 
X E 2, mod ((0): ba)E,D,, (3) 
be a finitely solvable system. x, is a fixed representative of X, inE for all a. 
Now it is easily seen that 
x =x, mod (D,“: bJE (4) 
is finitely solvable inE and because Dnn = ((0): ‘p,- l)E we find that 
(Dnn: bJE= ((0): ‘p,- ,)E :b,JE= ((0): ‘p,- ibl)E are annihilators of ideals 
in R for all ~1. Since an injective module over aPriifer-ring is semi-compact, 
the system (4) possesses a simultaneous solution z in E and therefore q(z) 
is a simultaneous solution of the system (3) and E/D, is semi-compact. 
(b) We show that in the sequence (1) $ is epimorphic . This means 
that he sequence 
O-D-D % 
e , 
Dw”-, - 0 (5) 
is exact. 
Let O#XED~~-,. Then for av E N we obtain 0 # n; x E +(D); therefore 
there exists a yE D such that $( y) = x; x. Because D is divisible we can find 
a y, ED with y= rr; yy; thus R,(X -$( y,)) = 0. Since D,“-, is n,-torsion- 
free we obtain that $ is epimorphic. 
(c) Now we prove: inj d,(D) 5 1. 
D,“-, is a divisible Rvnm, -module and by induction we have 
inj dRBnm, (Dvn-,) Il. Furthermore inj dR(Dgn-,) 5 inj dR$.-, (Dvn-,) 5 1. 
Because the sequence (5) is exact, inj dR(DnJ 5 1, and inj dR(DOn-,) 5 1, it 
follows from [S, Theorem F] that inj d,(D) S 1. 
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2.2. COROLLARY. Let R be a DVD with dim (R) < co and D a divisible 
R-module. Then inj d,(D) 5 1. 
Proof: Since R is a domain [S, Theorem F] says that 
inj d,(D) = inj d,(t(D)) if D is not injective. Th refore Th orem 2.1 proves 
the corollary. 
2.3. Remark. (a) Since Q:=Quot (R) is a countably generated R-
module, we obtain from results of I. Kaplansky and E. Matlis (cf. [2, 
Theorem 5.6 J) that he torsion submodule ofa divisible R-module splits. 
(b) From [7, Proposition 111 we know that oi, N Q/y, is a 
divisible R-module, which is not injective. 
(c) Injective R-modules E can be characterized as those for which 
Extf, (R/I, E) = 0 for all ideals Z (cf. [6, III, Theorem 171). Therefore we 
can say that here are torsion modules T, which T/d(T) cyclic and d(T) no 
direct summand of T. In other words, there are very simple examples of
torsion R-modules, where the maximal divisible submodule does not split. 
In the last part of this ection wegive astructure-theorem on divisible 
torsion modules under additional assumptions. 
2.4. THEOREM. Let R be an almost maximal DVD, dim (R) < CO and D 
a divisible torsion R-module of countable rank. Then D is a direct sum 
of uniserial modules. More accurately D N @ ie N Q/Ii, where Z, are 
R-submodules ofQ for all iE N. 
Proof Since R is a DVD with dim (R) < co, we obtain from [2, 
Theorem 5.61 that every divisible R-module ish-divisible. Therefore th re is 
an epimorphism @: @ is IQ --f D and because the rank of D is countable 
we can assume that Z= N. 
Now we define Di= @(@j= , Q). Then all Dls are divisible submodules 
of finite rank of D. Therefore D is the union of a countable ascending chain 
of pure submodules offinite rank. By [3, Theorem 211 we obtain 
D=CBieN Ui, where Uj is a uniserial R-module for all i. From [3, 
Theorem 33 we obtain Ui 1: JI/Ii, where Ji and Zi are R-submodules of Q. 
We can assume that Ji 1 Ii and Ji# 0 for all iand we have to show 
Ji = Q for all i. 
If Ji c Q, then Ji is a fractional ideal of R and therefore Ji/Zi is a torsion 
R-module of bounded order (i.e., there is a 0 #r E R such that 
r(J,jl,) = (0)). This means that Ui is a divisible torsion R-module of 
bounded order and we obtain Ui = (0), which is a contradiction. 
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3. MODULES WHOSE TORSION SUBMODULE IS DIVISIBLE OVER 
A MAXIMAL DVD OF FINITE DIMENSION 
Because dim (R) -C cc we have proj dR(Q) = 1 [2, Theorem 5.61 and 
therefore the torsion submodule ofa divisible R-module splits. We will use 
this fact to show the following theorem. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let R be a maximal DVD, dim (R) < 00, and A4 an 
R-module, such that 
(i) t(M) is divisible; 
(ii) M/d(M) is of countable rank. 
Then A4 N @jiGI R,, Cj3 t(M), where qi E Spec (R). 
Proof: Since t(M) is divisible we obtain t(M) c d(M) and by [8], t(M) 
is a direct summand of d(M), i.e., d(M) = D @ t(M) and as a torsion-free 
divisible R-module, D is an injective R-module. Therefore we obtain a 
decomposition M = D @ H. Further, since D is torsion-free we know that 
t(M) G H and H/t(M) is reduced, torsion-free, and of countable rank. So 
by [4, Theorem 123, H/t(M) is a direct sum of torsion-free rank 1 R- 
modules, but such a module is of the type R, (q E Spec (R)). Because 
H/t(M) is reduced we obtain H/t(M) 2: ei, wI Rqi where (0) #qi E 
Spec (R). 
We have to show that 0= Extk(H/t(M), t(M)). Because 
ExtX W/W), Of)) 2: Ext; 0 R,,, t(M) 
ie N > 
= X Extk t&j, t(M)) 
ieN 
it is sufficient to show that ExtX (R,, t(M)) =0 for all (0) #q E Spec (R). 
For q = ‘$I, this is trivial, since R,” = R is a projective R-module. Now let 
(O)#q#Cg,. Then R,=(l/z;l ~~~~)~,j~{1,2,...,n}. 
We have to show that every exact sequence 
o- t(M)- A * tR,---+O (1) 
splits. Letx0 be a representative of 1 E {l/nJJv E N,} and xi a represen- 
tative ofl/rcj in A. Then x0 - nixi = t; E t(M). Since t(M) is divisible there 
is a t, E t(M) such that njtl = t;. We obtain x0 = zj(x; + t,) and we set 
x1 =x; + t,. Then we have 
6) 7cjx, =x0; 
(ii) x1 is a representative of l/nj. 
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We can continue this procedure and obtain a family {x,},, Noof 
elements in A with 
(i) x, is a representative of l/n;. 
(ii) For pzv we have xy=rr;-“xP. 
G denotes the R-submodule ofA which is generated by (x,},~ N0. It 
follows that A = G + t(M). Let x E G n t(M). Then 
a 
x= c r,lr-vx, and 
v=o 
0 = t)(x) = i ry7$-’ I&X,). 
v=o 
Since 0# l/x; ER, and R, is a torsion-free R-module we obtain 
Ctzo rv7$-’ = 0 and therefore x = 0. Thus the sequence (1) splits for all 
q E Spec (R). 
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